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THEBIGGERPICTURE Large languagemodels have become ubiquitous but depend crucially on the data on
which they are trained. These pretraining datasets are themselves distinctive artifacts that are reused, built
upon, and made legitimate beyond their role in shaping model outputs. We consider the similarities between
pretraining datasets and archives: both are collections of diverse sociocultural materials that mediate knowl-
edge production and thereby confer power to those who select, document, and control access to them. We
discuss the limitations of current approaches to assembling pretraining datasets and ask whose voices are
amplified or obscured? Who is harmed? Whose perspectives are taken up or assumed as the default? We
highlight the need for more research on these datasets and the practices through which they are built and
suggest possible paths forward, drawing on ideas from archival studies.
SUMMARY

Alongside an explosion in research and development related to large language models, there has been a
concomitant rise in the creation of pretraining datasets—massive collections of text, typically scraped
from the web. Drawing on the field of archival studies, we analyze pretraining datasets as informal ar-
chives—heterogeneous collections of diversematerial thatmediate access to knowledge.We use this frame-
work to identify impacts of pretraining data creation and use beyond directly shaping model behavior and
reveal how choices about what is included in pretraining data necessarily involve subjective decisions about
values. In doing so, the archival perspective helps us identify opportunities for researchers who study the so-
cial impacts of technology to contribute to confronting the challenges and trade-offs that arise in creating
pretraining datasets at this scale.
INTRODUCTION

The rise of large language models (LLMs) in recent years has

been driven in large part by the creation of massive pretraining

datasets, which are mostly composed of raw, unstructured

text from the internet. While extensive research has studied the

impacts of LLMs, including their potential for harm and associ-

ated mitigations,1–6 researchers have devoted less critical atten-

tion to the data that enable the creation of these models. As we

argue here, pretraining datasets are important not just for their

influence on model behavior but as unique sociocultural collec-

tions, often with lasting impacts. Drawing on a long tradition in

archival studies—a field that contends with assembling collec-

tions of sociocultural materials—we show how an archival

perspective offers researchers who study the social impacts of

technology useful insights into the inherent power of pretraining

data, those who create it, and the practices that shape its devel-

opment.7,8

Although pretraining datasets differ meaningfully from tradi-

tional archives, the two share some key features, as we will
This is an open access article under the CC BY-
discuss below. In particular, like archives, pretraining datasets

mediate access to material that is used for knowledge produc-

tion. Here, we consider how pretraining datasets function as

informal archives in order to theorize the importance of pretrain-

ing datasets and interrogate how these datasets are built and

used. By focusing on the decisions made by dataset creators

and the issues they prioritize, we underscore both the conse-

quential nature of these decisions and the often unstated as-

sumptions involved.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first provide

relevant background on archival studies and use it as a lens for

conceptualizing pretraining datasets as collections of sociocul-

tural material. We then consider the practices used in building

pretraining datasets, focusing on three especially common con-

cerns among LLM researchers. In particular, by drawing on the

parallel between these practices and the archival practice of

appraisal, we help to surface the values and assumptions under-

lying these areas of focus. Finally, we discuss the implications of

an archival perspective for the creation of pretraining datasets

and their impacts on knowledge production.
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Table 1. Pretraining data possess similar attributes to traditional archives

Traditional archives Pretraining data for LLMs

What sociocultural materials are collected? Documents, artifacts, etc. Text data

What is known about the contents and

origins of these materials?

Provenance of materials is documented

through metadata; documentation is available

to users through description and finding aids

Details may be unknown due

to scale and lack of attention

to provenance

What sensitive and contested

materials are collected?

Private documents, human remains,

colonial collections, etc.

Private information, copyrighted

material, text that is demeaning

to a social group, etc.

How do collections get authority

and legitimacy?

Official status, use by historians, exclusive

documents (e.g., private letters), connection

with institutions such as universities or museums

Academic publications, authorial

reputation, use in training models,

connection with institutions

such as universities or companies

What impact do collections have on

knowledge production?

Mediate our understanding of the past, thereby

impacting cultural memory and human identity

Impacts future practices: pretraining

data curation, data reuse

Understanding the pretraining data as an informal archive can help reveal the implicit power involved in their creation and dissemination.
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In some contexts, acting on these insights will require more

effort and coordination (e.g., institutional support, external pres-

sure, regulation, etc.) than others. Most pretraining datasets are

created by a relatively small number of people in a variety of

organizational contexts, including corporate (e.g., OpenAI,9

Brown et al.10), academic (e.g., Gokaslan and Cohen11), and

non-profit (e.g., Gao et al.,12 Soldaini et al.13). In each of these

contexts, creators are subjected to different kinds of incentives

and pressures that may limit implementation of the practices

we discuss (see Table 2 for examples). In all cases, we invite crit-

ical reflection and discussion among dataset creators. Most

importantly, throughout the paper we argue for more critical

attention on pretraining data from scholars who study the social

impacts of technology, including from archival studies; informa-

tion, computer, and social sciences; and related disciplines.

PRETRAININGDATATHROUGHTHELENSOFARCHIVAL
STUDIES

The modern notion of archives as public repositories of state

documents emerged in the wake of the French Revolution.14,15

Archivists were trained to abide by the principle of respect des

fonds—dictating that material should be kept in its original or-

der—and to record provenance– the context and history from

which the material was drawn.15,16 Facing ever-larger collec-

tions, archivists developed the practices of appraisal and selec-

tion to evaluate and choose materials for preservation, respec-

tively.14,17

Over time, the field of archival studies has come to recognize

the power-laden nature of archives15 and their authority to legit-

imize the materials within them,18 thereby shaping our knowl-

edge and written history.19–21 Since our understanding of the

past mediates the formation of cultural memory and human iden-

tity,15,22,23 critical scholarship has attended to the ‘‘silences of

the archives’’—that is, emphasizing what has not been included

whether by chance, circumstance, or deliberate omission.24,25 In

addition to appraisal and selection, archival practices also influ-

ence how people think about and interact with the past via addi-

tional layers of infrastructure such as indices, guides, finding

aids, and other forms of representation.21,26,27 Archival scholar-
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ship thus confronts the challenges of assembling an archive

while attending to the political stakes at hand.28–30

Although they are created for a different purpose than ar-

chives, pretraining datasets gather together a great variety of

material in a stable, citable, and often named, repository (e.g.,

OpenWebText,11 The Pile,12 ROOTS,31 etc.). Moreover, much

like archivists, those who create pretraining datasets select,

document, and mediate access to sociocultural materials that

are used in knowledge production. An archival perspective sug-

gests that we should attend to and interrogate the processes by

which these datasets are created, how they are represented, and

the effects that they have in the world7,8 (see Table 1).

Pretraining data most obviously mediate knowledge produc-

tion through their role in language models. Data choices deter-

mine not only the capabilities of a generative model but, more

fundamentally, language affordances (e.g., English or multilin-

gual) and information that is included. To the extent that people

use LLMs as interfaces into history and culture, the selection of

data shapes and constrains that experience.32–34 In parallel to

the appraisal of material for archives, those who appraise and

select information for archives are exercising an important

form of power, as we discuss in the following section. For ar-

chives, appraisal and selection involve the power to enable or

limit what history can bewritten; with pretraining data, this power

enables or constrains the potential of associated models.

However, even independent of models, the very act of

including material in a pretraining corpus can lend legitimacy

and authority to the use of these materials in knowledge produc-

tion,35 as is the case for traditional archives. Despite this, pre-

training data often include legally and ethically contested data:

most web-scale datasets are collected without consent.36,37

Automated selection is virtually guaranteed to include sensitive

and contested material, and questions of copyright and owner-

ship are actively being litigated.38–42

Although it is not their primary function, pretraining datasets

contribute to preserving historical data and thus have some po-

wer in mediating our access to information from the past. For

example, because of the dynamic and unstable nature of the

internet,43,44 web-crawled pretraining datasets could end up be-

ing the only preserved copy of an edited or deleted webpage.



Table 2. Four examples of prominent pretraining datasets along with brief summaries of the appraisal and selection factors discussed in this paper and observations on

downstream impacts

Dataset WebText88 The Pile12 ROOTS Corpus89 Dolma13

Creators Researchers at OpenAI

(‘‘capped profit’’

organization)

Grassroots effort, later

incorporated as EleutherAI

(non-profit organization)

BigScience research workshop,

1,000+ researchers from 60

countries

Researchers at the Allen Institute

for AI (non-profit organization)

Language(s) English English 59 languages English

Size, Tb 0.04 0.8 1.6 5.4 (v.1.6)

Dataset focus Large and diverse dataset of

high-quality text scraped

directly from the web

High-quality text with

greater domain diversity

(e.g., web, books, academic,

code, etc.)

Collaborative and value-

driven effort to build a

massive multilingual corpus

Open, transparent, and

reproducible dataset

assembled from

diverse sources

Quality appraisal Used web pages linked from

Reddit with at least 3 karma

as heuristic for quality

Filtered Common Crawl

data with an off-the-shelf

tool (JusText); other datasets

used without filtering

Used rule-based filters intended

to remove repetitive content,

SEO pages, page code, etc.

Used rule-based quality filters,

including heuristics from past

work such as Gopher and C4

Toxic language

appraisal

Filtered using a block list of

‘‘sexually explicit and otherwise

offensive content’’

Mostly documented rather than

filtered toxic language; noted

some intentional exclusions

of potential sources

Filtered out documents with a

high ratio of flagged terms

for different languages

Customized toxicity filters per

corpus, including classifiers

and rule-based filters

Privacy appraisal Not addressed in public

documentation

Not specifically addressed

but emphasized that all

data were publicly available

Deduplicated and removed

emails, social media handles,

and IP addresses

Deduplicated and removed email

addresses, phone numbers, IP

addresses; invites removal

requests

Data contamination

appraisal

Removed Wikipedia articles

due to presence in evaluation

data

Noted a concern about data

contamination but chose

not to address

Not addressed in public

documentation

Removed training documents

with paragraphs present in

select evaluation data

Documentation and

finding aids

Published a list of the top

domains and frequency

in dataset but did

not provide comprehensive

public documentation

Individual subcorpora

documented in some

detail; released code for

obtaining or replicating

some of them

Documented many details of

appraisal decisions in paper;

created and released ROOTS

search tool for interactive

exploration

Documented many details of

appraisal decisions; released

replication code; included in

WIMBD corpus exploration

tool

Current status and

downstream impacts

Used to train GPT2; Web

Text neverreleased but

was separately replicated

as OpenWebText, which

was used to train RoBERTa

and other models, and

was included in The Pile12

Used for training many LLMs,

including LLaMa and the authors’

own GPT-Neo; eventually removed

from web following a DMCA

takedown notification due to the

inclusion of Books3 but still

widely cited and used

Used by authors to train the

BLOOM model; large parts

downloadable via Hugging

Face; full corpus available

upon request; BigScience

community remains active

in this space

Used to train OLMo model;

dataset downloadable via

HuggingFace with some

authentication required;

plan to update dataset over

time in response to personal

information removal requests ll
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While pretraining datasets exist along other forms of web ar-

chives, the inclusion of text in a pretraining dataset increases

the odds that it will be preserved.45,46 For example, the popular

C4 dataset is based on the April 2019 Common Crawl snap-

shot,47 which has therefore been duplicated many times, mean-

ing that these particular data are unlikely to be lost over time.

Importantly, however, most pretraining datasets are extremely

limited representations of original sources (e.g., containing text

but not images, etc.), meaning that they are in no way an appro-

priate substitute for more traditional web archives. In addition,

the characterization of datasets as ‘‘general purpose’’ (e.g.,

Gao et al.12) frames how people will encounter and use them

and may increase the symbolic authoritative power of these da-

tasets. Although this framing may imply that these datasets are

comprehensive, data are intentionally and incidentally excluded

during appraisal, as will be discussed in the following section.

Finally, dataset creation can also have powerful effects on

future practices. Model developers commonly copy and

build upon past approaches,1,48 and datasets can be hard to

meaningfully retract once they have been disseminated.36,49,50

For example, although academic researchers created the

BookCorpus dataset for training amultimodal sentence similarity

model,51 researchers at Google later reused it to augment Wiki-

pedia as unlabeled pretraining data for their popular LLM,

BERT.52 BookCorpus was reused for several LLMs building on

BERT53,54 but was subsequently criticized for including problem-

atic content and likely violating copyright restrictions.53 Although

the original authors no longer host or distribute the BookCorpus

data, versions of it are still available from other sources. Similarly,

Common Crawl has become a crucial resource for dataset

builders, though approaches to filtering it vary, as wewill discuss

in the next section, particularly regarding toxic language. Impor-

tantly, and in contrast to traditional archives, most pretraining

datasets include few or no metadata about context or prove-

nance and do little to help users navigate them.

Given the impacts of pretraining data on knowledge produc-

tion, the careful attention of researchers is needed on both the

management of pretraining data and the practices that shape

its development. In our discussion, we identify directions for

future research that support the study and management of pre-

training data using archival perspectives. First, however, we will

look more closely at the practices that shape the development of

these datasets.

APPRAISAL IN MAINSTREAM APPROACHES TO
PRETRAINING DATA PROBLEMS

Even though they are central to the creation and evaluation of

LLMs, pretraining dataset creators have not prioritized assem-

bling pretraining datasets with the same level of care and detail

as is done for traditional archives.55,56 Nevertheless, there is a

close parallel between an archivist’s act of appraisal (assessing

the value of a document in terms of it being worthy of preserva-

tion) and the practices of those who build these datasets.

Appraisal is considered a central function of archival work, as it

guides all other decisions about selection, preservation, and

availability.57,58

Appraisal criteria are contextually dependent on how the

archive is intended to be used. Those who build pretraining data-
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sets make choices and evaluate (i.e., appraise) data with the pri-

mary goal of improving model performance on downstream

tasks. Data are also often appraised and selected for inclusion

with respect to a few key features, such as privacy vulnerabilities

and toxic language.1,13,59,60 Because of the scale involved,much

of this appraisal is done via algorithmic filtering. Though archival

studies emphasize the importance of documenting the principles

and choices involved in appraisal and selection,57,61 most pre-

training datasets provide relatively little information about how

or why these choices were made.1 While there are excep-

tions—the creators of The Pile, for example, explain their posi-

tion on copyright and fair use, as well as providing reasons for

some exclusions12—this is not the norm.

Nevertheless, the community has converged on a few key is-

sues for appraisal. For example, it has become common to eval-

uate the quality of text data when making selection decisions for

inclusion in a pretraining corpus.10,62–64 We can think of this as a

measurement of a latent property of the text (i.e., ‘‘high quality’’

vs. ‘‘low quality’’); however, the notion of quality is ambiguous

and often unspecified. One popular way of operationalizing it is

in terms of similarity to text that has been deemed high quality

by other LLM researchers, such as Wikipedia.1,10,64,65 This sort

of approach entails an often-implicit yet specific set of value

judgments. In particular, quality filters of this sort have been

shown to systematically select against text written by certain

groups of people,54,66 including those from ‘‘poorer, less

educated, rural areas,’’54 thereby reflecting implicit decisions

about whose language should be included. In the rest of this sec-

tion, we explore three additional examples of problems, like data

quality, that pretraining dataset creators commonly face in

appraising data and discuss parallels with issues in archival

studies. Although these problems are often approached as being

purely technical within research on LLMs, we emphasize that

they are also inherently value-laden. To show this, we draw on

theories of measurement and validity67,68 to unpack how the

problems being addressed are formulated and the value-laden

assumptions carried by these formulations. In doing so, we

show the limitations of these approaches and how more careful

attention is needed from researchers who study the social im-

pacts of technology on pretraining data appraisal. These kinds

of appraisal decisions are important: as we will revisit in the dis-

cussion, researchers must also turn their attention to the effects

of these decisions beyond model performance and behavior.

Toxic language
Many pretraining dataset creators evaluate (i.e., appraise) text

for inclusion (i.e., selection) according to some standard of

toxicity (e.g., Gao et al.,12 Henderson et al.,59 Penedo et al.62).

Measuring, or detecting, toxic language is a key example of

how algorithmic appraisal is done in practice. Following common

practice among pretraining dataset creators, within this section,

we do not distinguish between toxic language, hate speech,

offensive language, and related topics, although these are

distinct topics.2,69 Beyond LLMs, toxic language detection has

become a canonical task in natural language processing (NLP)

(e.g., Waseem and Hovy,70 Fortuna and Nunes,71 Fortuna

et al.,72 Liang et al.2). However, measurement tasks such as

appraising toxicity necessarily require making assumptions.67,73

That is, underlying this work are questions about what should
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count as toxic and according to whom: extensive research has

identified many limitations of this task that speak to its specific

set of assumptions, including the assumptions that toxic lan-

guage is measurable outside of context74,75 and that it is equiv-

alently identifiable by everyone.69,76 Because these assumptions

imbue values in datasets andmodels, they deserve considerable

attention from researchers.

For appraisal and selection of pretraining data, dataset crea-

tors have used a variety of approaches to assess toxicity (e.g.,

Brown et al.,10 Henderson et al.,59 Penedo et al.62). However, re-

searchers have found that these methods may exhibit bias

against language by and about marginalized social groups77

and may be limited in their effectiveness.4,77,78 For example, in

creating C4 from Common Crawl, the creators excluded any

document that contained any word on a list of ‘‘bad words.’’47

However, a later investigation found that not only was this

method ineffective at removing harmful language, it also dispro-

portionately excluded text mentioning sexual minorities, as well

as African American English and Hispanic-aligned English in

comparison to White-aligned English.77

Archivists confront similar issues when dealing with toxic and

offensive material in existing archives that were established hun-

dreds of years ago. For example, archivists contend with the

impact of hateful language in colonial archives on members of

formerly colonized groups and grapple with the impact on histor-

ical narratives written by historians who use these archives. To

manage these stakes, archivists intervene by consulting with ex-

perts and members of impacted groups to identify, mark, and

sometimes annotate offensive language in archives, in addition

to developing documentation that contextualizes these collec-

tions.79–83 Additionally, archivists facilitate and advocate for

community archives, partially to serve as counterevidence to

harmful content in existing archives.84,85 In community archives,

archivists use participatory methods to determine appraisal

criteria, recognizing that the identification of toxic or harmful ma-

terials and the decision to include thesematerials is both subjec-

tive and socially contextual.84,86,87

These issues speak to the fact that appraising data on the ba-

sis of its toxicity is necessarily a value-laden process: choosing

to exclude data from a corpus based on the presence of words

on a list is at least partly a decision about who or what matters.

On the other hand, allowing unrestricted language into a pre-

training dataset and releasing it as such has the potential to

elevate such content and promote its circulation and reuse in

knowledge production. Thus, more careful attention is needed

on this process, including from scholars outside of natural lan-

guage processing and machine learning. At a minimum, an

archival perspective emphasizes the need for better documenta-

tion of both how and why exclusions were made and ideally in-

corporates more nuanced context into such decisions. More-

over, given the subjective nature of toxic language, it is

important to underscore the power that researchers and engi-

neers have in making these decisions.

Privacy vulnerabilities
Researchers who study and build pretraining datasets have also

sought to mitigate privacy vulnerabilities (see Table 2 for exam-

ples).59,60 For example, Carlini et al.5 found that GPT-2 can

generate personally identifiable information (PII) from its pretrain-
ing data, including names, phone numbers, and email ad-

dresses, and that frequently duplicated sequences are at higher

risk of being generated. While LLM research has also looked to

other solutions like memorization filters, it has become common

to mitigate privacy risks via removal or redaction. As a result,

many pretraining dataset creators attempt to filter out PII (oper-

ationalizing privacy risk as the presence of that information) as

well as to deduplicate data (operationalizing privacy risks as

the expected reproduction of certain data). As with identifying

and removing toxic language, identifying privacy risks and miti-

gating them in this way are important acts of appraisal and se-

lection.

Attention to the technical nuances of deduplication has re-

vealed potential trade-offs. For instance, research shows that

deduplicating at the sequence, rather than the document, level

protects against some attacks,90 while others have shown that

more robust deduplication methods are needed.91 Moreover,

recent work has shown that deduplicating pretraining data can

increase models’ vulnerability to side-channel attacks but re-

mains an important mitigation against common privacy vulnera-

bilities.92

More fundamentally, the question of what counts as PII or

duplication—and whether these are even sufficient to address

privacy concerns—is often unaddressed in this work. Measuring

privacy vulnerabilities with PII and duplicates assumes that pri-

vacy is discrete and that privacy leakages are the only form of

privacy risk. These assumptions are challenged by scholars

who argue that privacy violations are contextual93 and therefore

find these approaches to appraising data insufficient.94 Any op-

erationalization of privacy vulnerabilities or their mitigation (PII,

duplication, document removal) entails unstated assumptions

about individuals, harms, and the costs of in/exclusion.

Scholars in archival studies (as well as library and information

sciences broadly) contend seriously with the contextual nature of

privacy and debate best practices for appraising publicly avail-

able personal data. Rather than focusing singularly on mitigating

a narrow form of downstream privacy leakages, scholars advo-

cate for appraising publicly available data with consideration of

data subjects’ perspectives.95–97 Also emphasized is the need

for ethical deliberation between data collectors and review

boards97–99 when appraising publicly available data, recognizing

the value-laden and subjective nature of this task.

Evaluation and data contamination
In addition to imbuing values in pretraining data, the lack of care-

ful attention and documentation in current appraisal practices

makes it difficult to know what exactly is in these datasets.

This complicates LLM evaluation, as it is difficult to know

whether evaluation data might also be present in pretraining

data. Contamination between evaluation data and pretraining

data has implications both for rigorous evaluation and for using

models for sociocultural analysis.33 Rigorous LLM evaluation is

critical, as evaluation drives the development of these models

and is the basis for claims about LLM capabilities, which inform

the way these models are used. As such, issues of evaluation

illustrate the need for further study and documentation of pre-

training data appraisal.

Although many researchers have found evaluation data in pre-

training datasets77 and agree that data contamination is a
Patterns 5, April 12, 2024 5
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problem for evaluation, the community has not yet established

agreed-upon best practices for dealing with it. A common

approach to assessing whether there is overlap between pre-

training and test data is to use simple string matching (e.g.,

GPT-4 Technical Report9). More sophisticated techniques

have been proposed, but all rely on strong assumptions.100,101

Moreover, duplicates are themselves a complex construct,102

and close but inexact matches might still have significant im-

pacts on evaluation.68,91,103–106 Thus, more research on data

contamination is needed to support meaningful model eval-

uation.

Data contamination is sometimes considered in appraisal,

with researchers using filters to exclude evaluation data from

pretraining datasets (see Table 2). However, as new tasks, eval-

uation datasets, and methods are constantly being developed

and used, this approach is insufficient to ensure that evaluation

is not impacted by data contamination. Thus, researchers who

evaluate LLMs need greater transparency of pretraining datasets

(e.g., data and appraisal documentation) to support the validity

of their evaluations. Although there is not an especially close par-

allel to the evaluation problem in traditional archives, archivists

are nevertheless used to dealing with collections that are too

large to be properly documented or organized. Work on devel-

oping tools for navigating collections, such as finding aids for ar-

chives, may be relevant here.21,26 Archivists also take seriously

the impact of their decisions on future research by others, asma-

terial that is not selected for inclusion in a traditional archive may

end up being destroyed, potentially limiting what can be known

in the future.15,20 For the problem of pretraining datasets and

LLM evaluation, new approaches are needed for exploring

and navigating pretraining datasets, measuring duplication,

and even rethinking how best to evaluate models.

DISCUSSION

While pretraining datasets are not archives in the traditional

sense, the study of archives provides a useful theoretical frame-

work for understanding the power of pretraining datasets in

knowledge production. We hope to stimulate discussion among

dataset creators and inspire research that will help us better un-

derstand and confront this power. As it stands, dataset creators

are guided by relatively little empirical evidence when appraising

pretraining data,1 and the question of how access to these data-

sets should be managed is not straightforward. This work would

be better supported by the research and perspectives of

scholars who study the social impacts of technology from

archival studies; information, computer, and social sciences;

and related disciplines. Here, using lessons from archival

studies, we identify opportunities for research that will support

more responsible practices for creating and using pretraining da-

tasets, thereby serving as a bridge for relevant communities of

researchers.

As has been previously observed, the machine learning com-

munity broadly tends to use a ‘‘laissez-faire’’ approach to data

collection with little regard for archival principles, transparency,

or ethics.7 As a snapshot of existing approaches, we summarize

how the above concerns are (and are not) addressed in four

prominent datasets in Table 2. By considering the practices ar-

chivists have developed to manage the power of the archive
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and why these practices were developed and adopted, several

directions suggest themselves as particularly important. Key

among these are documentation, transparency, and partici-

pation.8,57,58

Motivating critical inquiry on pretraining datasets
For context, it is worth considering what sparked and sustains

archival studies’ interrogation of the power wielded by archivists

and archives. As historians turned to the archives looking to write

the histories of marginalized social groups or about the everyday

lives of people, archivists recognized the absence of relevant

materials and began to contend with the impact of the ‘‘silence

of the archives’’ on the historical record.24,25,107 As a result,

archival scholars have critically interrogated their practices and

developed methods for responsibly managing the power they

wield over decades.15,29,30

Evidence of the direct impacts of pretraining data curation,

including carefully constructed model evaluations and audits of

filtering algorithms, may motivate more careful attention to this

process and its outputs. Researchers should study the impacts

of pretraining data at the site of its reuse and in the context of

model deployment to further our understanding of these data-

sets’ impacts. For example, several studies reviewed in the pre-

ceding section found that algorithmic filtering techniques sys-

tematically exclude language by and about marginalized social

groups. Since this silencing may not be easily mitigated through

downstream interventions, evidence of its impacts maymotivate

more careful attention to pretraining data. To support this work,

more research on where and how pretraining data and models

are used and deployed is needed.

Documentation
Documentation should include not just what data were used for

pretraining (including dates or version numbers, as appropriate)

but also why and how data were chosen, appraised, and

excluded. As archival scholars note, documenting this contex-

tual information helps those who use a collection understand

its meaning108 and may impact the way a dataset is reused.109

Even when the data itself cannot be shared, documenting and

reporting on such decisions can be valuable, for example in help-

ing those who use LLMs understand the limitations of these

models (see, e.g., Davidson and Freire,110 Gebru et al.,111 and

Hills et al.112). Further research is needed to ensure that docu-

mentation meets the needs of dataset and model users113 and

can be inspired by similar research in archival studies.114 Anal-

ysis and documentation of appraisal and selection practices

should extend not just to the creators of corpora but also to

key data providers: organizations like Common Crawl play a

unique and powerful role in the LLM ecosystem115 and thus

can offer a key point of intervention. Explicit attention to

appraisal processes encourages both better analysis and more

diverse approaches.

Finding aids and transparency
There is also a need for better tools for navigating, querying, and

assessing pretraining corpora. Here archivists’ work designing

interfaces to make archives more user friendly and creating

finding aids to provide users with information about a collections’

materials, source, and structure can stand as inspiration.21,27 For
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pretraining data, tools like WIMDB,60 which helps researchers

measure and compare aspects of pretraining datasets (e.g.,

duplicate and synthetic text, PII, toxic language, and evaluation

data contamination), and the ROOTS Search Tool,31 which al-

lows users to directly search the ROOTS pretraining dataset,89

are excellent examples. However, further research is needed

to make these tools comprehensive and properly matched to

users’ needs.

Developing methods for easily locating individual parts of a

pretraining corpus in their original contexts may prove illumi-

nating for many researchers, including those who study data

contamination and model evaluation.31 These tools may also

help bring more perspectives on dataset creation to the surface.

By revealing the contents of pretraining datasets to a wider audi-

ence, these tools may spark public conversation about whose

data are and are not included (e.g., sensitive data, language di-

alects). In turn, this discourse may inform dataset creation prac-

tices or motivate participatory appraisal practices.

Participation and appraisal
In general, work in library and archival studies on community-

driven and participatory archives107,116,117 may be useful for

developing appraisal practices for pretraining datasets. Past

work has proposed a greater emphasis on community-contrib-

uted pretraining datasets,7 which were used to some extent in

building the ROOTS corpus,89 but more of this work is needed.

However, without critical reflection, scholars have made clear

that such approaches can and will only add to the epistemic

burden placed on already marginalized communities in data

work.118,119 While full-fledged community-driven datasets may

seem impractical at the scale of pretraining data, novel technical

approaches, such as modular and decentralized models120 that

make use of smaller-scale pretraining datasets, may make com-

munity-driven datasets viable and deserve additional consider-

ation by researchers and practitioners who build LLMs.

Furthermore, other approaches that elicit community input

to develop appraisal criteria may be feasible for large-scale

pretraining datasets. Archivists take similar approaches to

appraising materials with community input when constrained

by scale or cost,84,86,87 as we discuss in our exploration of the

appraisal of toxic language. For pretraining datasets, re-

searchers could use participatory methods to collectively iden-

tify criteria for appraising data on the basis of its toxicity or qual-

ity. These criteria could be used to develop scalable measures of

toxicity or quality that incorporate more perspectives and

nuanced forms of context.

This kind of community engagement is relevant to privacy

appraisal as well. The collection of sensitive data for pretraining

corpora, whether or not these data leak, may violate privacy ex-

pectations and laws.40,93 Limiting pretraining data to what are

publicly available might seem like a straightforward way of

respecting privacy, but determining what should count as public

(or was intended to be public) may still be challenging.96

Data could instead be appraised with consideration of data

subjects’ perspectives, following calls of archival and informa-

tion scholars, as considered in our exploration of privacy

appraisal practices. In the context of pretraining data, more

research is needed on data subjects’ perspectives to support

this kind of appraisal. As research suggests that data subjects’
perspectives on data collection shift depending on the sensitivity

of the data and the context of its use, scholars advocate for

research communities (i.e., LLM developers) to inform data sub-

jects’ perspectives by collectively engaging in public education

efforts on the uses and risks of data.95–97

An archival perspective demands that we recognize and

confront the power dynamics at play in the creation and circula-

tion of pretraining resources. We hope that by recognizing the

degree to which consequential choices are being made by a

small set of people, scholars from a variety of disciplines will

be encouraged to pursue research on this topic.

CONCLUSION

The selection of pretraining data for LLMs has been largely at-

tended to as an engineering exercise. Yet, the curation of pretrain-

ing data is also a political processwhere both the artifact itself (the

pretraining data) and anymodels trained on itwill have cultural and

political impacts that tend not to be widely considered. We adopt

an archival perspective on pretraining data suggesting consider-

ation of their power as informal archives and the processes that

generate them. We highlight how common practices for LLMs

have organized around addressing particular problems, such as

mitigating specific privacy harms, which turn out to be practices

of appraisal. The archival perspective points to the sources of po-

wer in the engineering choices in and around pretraining data. Ul-

timately, this framework offers a path forward to study not just the

data but the systems that produce them.
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